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I. Addressees 

1. Introduction

Who reads your laws?
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I. Addressees 

2. Addressees' Pyramid

- Everybody?

- Persons affected?

- Interested laymen?

- Facilitator?

- Specialists?

- Administrative authorities, courts?

Multiple addressees?

Possible addressees
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I. Addressees 

2. Addressees' Pyramid

*"Laymen do not read laws" (GEORG MÜLLER)

*"Laien lesen keine Gesetze"

ALISON BERTLIN Loophole 2014, pp. 25 seq.
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I. Addressees 

3. Right to Understand

Popular Initiative (Switzerland)

"Every person has a right to laws […] that are
understandable and simply, unbureaucratically and
efficiently implemented […]."

Swiss Official Journal (Bundesblatt) 2010, p. 6633 

"Toute personne a droit […] à des lois compréhensibles et à leur application
simple, non bureaucratique et efficace […]." (FF 2010, 6047)
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I. Addressees 

3. Right to Understand
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I. Addressees 

3. Right to Understand

*"Legislator must clearly and exhaustively draw the public's attention to the

content of its legislative decision, otherwise the law-abiding citizen will not be

able to comply with the norm and to behave accordingly. Neither does satisfy

this requirement a norm which requires qualified legal ability and experience

as well as archivist diligence, nor one that requires subtle constitutional

knowledge, extraordinary methodological ability and a certain desire to solve

brain-teasers." (Austrian Constitutional Court)

*"Der Gesetzgeber muss der breiten Öffentlichkeit den Inhalt seines Gesetzesbeschlusses in klarer und

erschöpfender Weise zur Kenntnis bringen […], da anderenfalls der Normunterworfene nicht die Möglichkeit

hat, sich der Norm gemäß zu verhalten. Diesem Erfordernis entspricht weder eine Vorschrift, zu deren

Sinnermittlung qualifizierte juristische Befähigung und Erfahrung sowie geradezu archivarischer Fleiss

vonnöten ist, noch eine solche zu deren Verständnis subtile verfassungsrechtliche Kenntnisse,

außerordentliche methodische Fähigkeiten und eine gewisse Lust zum Lösen von Denksport-Aufgaben

erforderlich ist."
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I. Addressees 

3. Right to Understand

Plain language is desirable but …

… may be less precise,

… may pretend simplicity but conceal the complexity of the law,

… may be more difficult to read for experts, 

… may falsely suggest to laymen that all legal aspects have been 

resolved.
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II. Normativity

1. Essence of Law

"A cleaning schedule must be established for all production facilities. Planning 

prevents that inappropriate cleaning procedures affect the quality of milk and of 

milk products" 

(Example of the Swiss Federal Chancellery)
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II. Normativity

1. Essence of Law

"Low-beam lights shall also used during the day."

(Example of the Swiss Federal Chancellery)

•Dimmed headlights shall also be switched on in motor vehivles during the day
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II. Normativity

1. Essence of Law

Laws contain norms (rules) und nothing but norms. They 

should not encompass

… descriptions 

… explanations,

… reasons,

… declarations

… calls and appeals,

… motives of the law.
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II. Normativity

2. Purpose Article and Preambles
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II. Normativity

2. Purpose Article and Preambles
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II. Normativity

3. Legal Definitions
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II. Normativity

3. Legal Definitions

Legal Definitions are 

valuable tools 

(consistency, shortness) 

but avoid

… self-evident definitions,

… "surprise" definitions,

… definitions with 

normative content. 
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III. Legal Architecture

1. Structure of the Legal Order
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III. Legal Architecture

1. Structure of the Legal Order

Law A Law B Law C Law D

Constitution

Secondary Legislation
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III. Legal Architecture

1. Structure of the Legal Order

Law A Law C Law D

Constitution

Secondary Legislation

Law B

Constitutional Transgression

Overlapping Scope

Unnecessary Norms Gaps
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III. Legal Architecture

2. Scope

Before a new law is passed,… 

… one must examine whether an existing law may be amended, 

and in case of a new law whether it fits into the legal order, 

i.e. the scope of the new law is well tailored

… personally,

… in substance,

… geographically,

… temporally.

Errors in scope typically lead to unclear legal situations.
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III. Legal Architecture

2. Scope
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III. Legal Architecture

2. Scope

Scope in 

substance 

(example)
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III. Legal Architecture

2. Scope

Explicit regulation on scopes (example)
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III. Legal Architecture

3. Inner Structure of a Law

Law A

- Purpose / aim

- Legal definitions

- Scope

- General principles

Substantive provisions in

- logical,

- chronological, or 

- factual

order, if possible.

- Implementation

- Evaluation clauses

- Transitional provisions

- Sunset clauses

- Commencement
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IV. Legal Language

1. Rules of Thumbs (UK)

The pursuit of clarity - general rules

1. Write simply but precisely.

2. Draft for users with their various standpoints always in mind.

3. Be very clear about the purposes of the legislation and make sure that purpose is 

manifest.

4. Organise material logically, and chronologically where appropriate, at every level (ie the 

whole statute, Parts, Subparts, sections, schedules).

5. Consider the use of supplementary aids to facilitate communication (diagrams, examples, 

notes, etc).

6. Develop consistency of style and approach.

7. Revise the text with simplicity and precision in mind (as often as circumstances permit).

8. Test the draft in relation to comprehensibility.

HELEN XHANTAKI, Thorntons's Legislative Drafting, 5th ed., 

West Sussex 2013, pp. 57 seq.
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IV. Legal Language

1. Rules of Thumbs (UK)

The pursuit of clarity - rules for drafting sentences

9. Draft in the present tense.

10. Avoid long sentences, particularly if unparagraphed.

11. Prefer the active voice to the passive.

12. Prefer the positive to the negative.

13. Avoid double negatives and beyond.

14. Follow conventional word order.

15. Don't split verb forms unnecessarily.

16. Paragraph with restraint and care.

17. Avoid subparagraphs and sub-subparagraphs.

18. Avoid nominalisations.

19. Use cross-references with restraint.

20. Punctuate conventionally and with restraint.

HELEN XHANTAKI, Thorntons's Legislative Drafting, 5th ed., 

West Sussex 2013, pp. 57 seq.
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IV. Legal Language

1. Rules of Thumbs (UK)

The pursuit of clarity - rules for drafting sentences

21. Omit unnecessary words.

22. Prefer the familiar word.

23. Choose the exact word.

24. Avoid archaic and legalese words.

25. Avoid non-English expressions.

26. Avoid emotive words.

27. Use informal and recently coined words with distractions.

28. Use one word and not more if one word will do.

29. Use words consistently.

HELEN XHANTAKI, Thorntons's Legislative Drafting, 5th ed., 

West Sussex 2013, pp. 57 seq.
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IV. Legal Language

2. Swiss Rules (Eugen Huber)

- No more than three paragraphs per article

- Only one sentence per paragraph

- Only one norm per sentence

- Short and easy sentences

- Cross references only by words (content)

Eugen Huber, Drafter of Swiss Civil Code of 1907
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IV. Legal Language

2. Swiss Rules (Eugen Huber)
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IV. Legal Language

2. Swiss Rules (Eugen Huber)
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V. Vagueness und Precision

1. Constitutional Limits
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V. Vagueness und Precision

1. Constitutional Limits
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V. Vagueness und Precision

1. Constitutional Limits
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V. Vagueness und Precision

1. Constitutional Limits
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V. Vagueness und Precision

2. Proper Use of Vagueness
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V. Vagueness und Precision

2. Proper Use of Vagueness

Vagueness …

… may pose a constitutional problem,

… may be replaced by more detailed rules (which usually but not 

always lead to more predictability), 

… must be justified if a more precise rule is available, 

… must be thought about in the light who might benefit from it.
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VI. Cross References

1. Idea and Benefits

Law A Law B
Import of a rule from

law B into law A by a 

norm in law A
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VI. Cross References

1. Idea and Benefits
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VI. Cross References

2. Caveats

Law A Law B
Import of a rule from

law B into law A by a 

norm in law A

Law C
Chain of references

may be hard to read
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VI. Cross References

2. Caveats

Law A Law B
Import of a rule from

law B into law A by a 

norm in law A

Law B

amended

Does rule from law B

apply in the original

or in the amended

version?

(static or dynamic

cross reference)
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VI. Cross References

2. Caveats
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VI. Cross References

2. Caveats

Law A Law B
Import of a rule from

law B into law A by a 

norm in law A

Secondary

legislation or

private

standards

May legislator refer 

to other legal 

sources than laws?
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VI. Cross References

Cross references are useful because they

… save words,

… enhance consistency,

but should be critically assessed in the light of …

… possible confusion,

… limits by the principle of legality (possible delegation)

2. Caveats
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VII. Primary and Secondary Legislation

1. Constitutional Limits

Laws

Secondary Legislation
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VII. Primary and Secondary Legislation

1. Constitutional Limits
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VII. Primary and Secondary Legislation

1. Constitutional Limits
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VII. Primary and Secondary Legislation

2. Functions of Secondary Legislation

Functions of secondary legislation are …

… concretizing primary legislation,

… supplementing primary legislation,

… streamlining implementation,

… (possibly) guiding courts,

… establishing transparency.
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VII. Primary and Secondary Legislation

3. Best Practices (and Open Questions)

Secondary legislation must be critically assessed in the light 

of …

… the principle of legality,

… the power of the government and of administrative authorities 

that comes with the power to enact secondary legislation,

… Parliamentary oversight,

… publication and consultation procedures,

… drafting quality,

… management of secondary legislation.
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VII. Primary and Secondary Legislation

4. Primary and Secondary Legislation as an Integrated Process

Law

Admin. 

Practice
Admin. Rules

Secondary

Legislation

Admin. Rules
Admin. 

Practice

State Action

C
o

n
c
re

ti
z
a

ti
o

n
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VIII. Transitional Provisions

1. Definition 
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VIII. Transitional Provisions

2. Examples

Felix Uhlmann
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VIII. Transitional Provisions

2. Examples

Felix Uhlmann
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VIII. Transitional Provisions

2. Examples 

Felix Uhlmann
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VIII. Transitional Provisions

3. Evasive Behavior 

Felix Uhlmann
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VIII. Transitional Provisions

3. Evasive Behavior 

Felix Uhlmann
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VIII. Transitional Provisions

4. Summary

Transitional provisions define the temporal scope of an act. 

Special consideration must be give to …

… existing rights and duties (e.g. licenses),

… necessary time to adapt to new regulation,

… pending proceedings,

… evasive behavior (and the problem of retroactivity)

Felix Uhlmann
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IX. Practical Questions

Read the Federal Act on Data Protection.

1. Who are the likely addressees of this act?

2. Discuss the aim (goals) of the act.

3. Discuss the legal definitions of the act.

4. Discuss the inner structure of the act.

5. Is article 13 of the act vague? If so why and do you see 

possibilities to make it more precise?

6. Are there cross references? If so, comment.

7. Do you see room for secondary legislation to this act?

8. Discuss the transitional provisions of the act.

9. What other remarks do you have?

Federal Act on Data Protection
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X. Discussion

Use “must” not “shall” to impose requirements. “Shall” is 

ambiguous, and rarely occurs in everyday conversation. The 

legal community is moving to a strong preference for “must” as 

the clearest way to express a requirement or obligation.

First, lawyers regularly misuse it to mean something other than “has a duty to.” 

It has become so corrupted by misuse that it has no firm meaning.

Second—and related to the first—it breeds litigation. There are 76 pages in 

“Words and Phrases” (a legal reference) that summarize hundreds of cases 

interpreting “shall.”

Third, nobody uses “shall” in common speech. It’s one more example of 

unnecessary lawyer talk. Nobody says, “You shall finish the project in a week.”

https://www.plainlanguage.gov/guidelines/conversational/shall-

and-must/

"Shall"
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X. Discussion

Use “must” not “shall” to impose requirements. “Shall” is 

ambiguous, and rarely occurs in everyday conversation. The 

legal community is moving to a strong preference for “must” as 

the clearest way to express a requirement or obligation.

First, lawyers regularly misuse it to mean something other than “has a duty to.” 

It has become so corrupted by misuse that it has no firm meaning.

Second—and related to the first—it breeds litigation. There are 76 pages in 

“Words and Phrases” (a legal reference) that summarize hundreds of cases 

interpreting “shall.”

Third, nobody uses “shall” in common speech. It’s one more example of 

unnecessary lawyer talk. Nobody says, “You shall finish the project in a week.”

https://www.plainlanguage.gov/guidelines/conversational/shall-

and-must/

"Shall"
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X. Discussion

RIA (Ittai Bar Siman tov)

On the level of primary legislation by the Knesset, impact assessments are 
indeed very underdeveloped. In theory, in addition to financial impact that 
you mentioned, there should also be an obligation to do an assessment of 
the impact on children's rights and women rights. But in practice, it is not 
really done properly.

החקיקהבדיניבלבדוספורדיתמצומצמתבהתייחסותזוכההשפעההערכותשלהנושא

עלולהשפעות 253מגדריותלהשפעות 252 ,תקציביותלהשפעותומוגבל ,בישראלהקיימים

מגובהאינההללוהמצומצמיםבמקריםהשפעהלהערכתהדרישהגםאולם 254 .ילדיםזכויות

וחלקיבלבדפורמליקרובותלעיתיםהואאלההוראותשלשיישומןונראה ,מספקבמנגנון

שלואחידהבהירההסדרהבישראלאין"שכךעלחולקאיןכינראה ,מקוםמכל 255 .ביותר

הליכים"וכי 256 ,"שוניםאינטרסיםועלזכויותעלהחקיקההשפעתאתלבחוןהמחוקקחובת

."הנוכחיתבעתבישראלהחקיקהמתהליךאינטגרליחלקאינםהשפעותלהערכת
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X. Discussion

Review of Legislation (Ittai Bar Siman Tov)

The most important development (and only case to date in which the Court 
actually nullified a piece of legislation due to defects in the legislative 
process) is HCJ 10042/16 Quintinsky v. Knesset (2017). An English 
translation of the summary of the decision is available here:

https://versa.cardozo.yu.edu/opinions/quintinsky-v-knesset-summary

The case represents something of a development of the rule 

established in the Poultry Growers case. The participation principle 

established there was restated in a new and more detailed manner. 

The decision also moved the boundary and somewhat widened the 

scope of judicial review in regard to an infringement of the right to 

substantive participation.

https://versa.cardozo.yu.edu/opinions/quintinsky-v-knesset-summary
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X. Discussion

Experimental Clauses (Ittai Bar Siman Tov)

There is some experimental legislation in Israel, and few 
laws have, in addition to the sunset clause, a clause about 
data collection and reporting requirements, and very few 
also create a mechanism or a study for the law's post 
legislation evaluation. However, it is relatively 
underdeveloped.
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X. Reflection Paper

Questions (choose one)

1. Choose an Israeli law and discuss the purpose article. Does it cover all 
goals you associate with this law? Why not? Are goals in contradiction
with each other? What are the practical consequences of the goals? Etc.

2. Choose an article from Israeli legislation? Is it vague? Does it have to be
vague? If not, could the norm it be improved? If yes, what is the purpose
of vagueness? Etc.

OR

3. Choose any other topic from the course and treat it in a similar manner as
questions 1 and 2, i.e. discuss it on the basis of an Isaeli legal text.

Translate the Israeli legal text (google or similar) if there is no English 
translation available. The translation does not count towards the word count.

Details on moodle


